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A Recorded-Bit Patterning Scheme with Accumulated Weight
Decision for Bit-Patterned Media Recording

Autthasith ARRAYANGKOOL†, Chanon WARISARN†, Nonmembers, and Piya KOVINTAVEWAT††a), Member

SUMMARY To achieve high recording density in a bit-patterned media
recording system, the spacing between data bit islands in both the along-
track and the across-track directions must be decreased, thus leading to
the increase of two-dimensional (2D) interference. One way to reduce the
2D interference is to apply a 2D coding scheme on a data sequence before
recording; however, this method usually requires many redundant bits, thus
lowering a code rate. Therefore, we propose a novel 2D coding scheme
referred to as a recorded-bit patterning (RBP) scheme to mitigate the 2D
interference, which requires no redundant bits at the expense of using more
buffer memory. Specifically, an input data sequence is first split into three
tracks in which will then be rotated to find the best 3-track data pattern
based on a look-up table before recording, such that the shifted data tracks
yield the least effect of 2D interference in the readback signal. Numerical
results indicate that the proposed RBP scheme provides a significant per-
formance improvement if compared to a conventional system (without 2D
coding), especially when the recording density is high and/or the position
jitter noise is large.
key words: bit-patterned media recording, position jitter noise, recording-
bit patterning, two-dimensional equalization

1. Introduction

To meet with an enormous demand for digital data storage,
the recording density of future storage devices must be con-
tinuously increased. Recently, a hard disk drive (HDD) em-
ploys the perpendicular magnetic recording (PMR) technol-
ogy. Because the continuous medium used in current HDDs
has physical and engineering limitations due to the super-
paramagnetic limit [1], it prevents us from increasing the
storage capacity beyond 1 terabits per square inch (Tb/in2).
Thus, more unconventional technological solutions become
crucial. Bit-patterned media recording (BPMR) is one of the
promising candidates for the next generation’s HDD tech-
nology that can achieve an areal density up to 4 Tb/in2 [2].

In general, to achieve high recording density in BPMR,
the spacing between data bit islands in both the along-track
and the across-track directions must be reduced, thus lead-
ing to the increase of two-dimensional (2D) interference. It
should be noted that the 2D interference consists of inter-
symbol interference (ISI) and inter-track interference (ITI)
[3]–[5], which can significantly deteriorate the system per-
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formance.
Practically, the effect of 2D interference experienced

in the detected bit (i.e., +1 or −1) can be either construc-
tive or destructive, depending on the readback waveform
of the detected bit and its surrounding bits [5]. In this pa-
per, we consider only the readback waveform without over-
shoot as shown in Fig. 1 [6], which can be obtained from
the channel model shown in Fig. 2 (will be explained later).
Specifically, given a signal amplitude of an isolated bit (or
one single bit), the constructive/destructive interference will
amplify/decrease its signal amplitude. Therefore, when the
readback signal of the detected bit faces with the destruc-
tive interference, it could easily cause an error at the data
recovery process.

Many works have recently been proposed to cope
with the 2D interference. For instance, the authors in
[3] proposed a constructive ITI-coded partial-response (PR)
maximum-likelihood system based on a two-track model for
PMR systems. Specifically, the constructive ITI codes were
designed based on the equalized level such that the opposite
polar level can never occur simultaneously after class-I PR
equalization. In addition, the 2D coding scheme with a code
rate of 7/9 was specially designed in [4] to avoid the destruc-
tive interference case, where the redundant bits were placed
in fixed positions at every 3-by-3 data array. Nonetheless,
this coding scheme had a drawback that the redundant bits
had no error correction capability. Thus, Shao et al. [5] in-
troduced another 2D coding scheme with a code rate of 5/6,
which had lower redundancy and yielded better performance
than the code presented in [4].

However, this paper proposes a novel recorded-bit pat-
terning (RBP) scheme without redundant bit (i.e., a code
rate of 1) to combat the 2D interference, at the expense of
using more buffer memory. To achieve this, a data sequence
is first split into three tracks in which will then be rotated to
find the best data pattern based on the look-up table. Here,
the best data pattern is defined as the data pattern with the
maximum accumulated weight, which causes the least de-
structive effect of 2D interference in the readback signal.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes a BPMR channel model, and Sect. 3 ex-
plains the proposed RBP scheme. Simulation results are
given in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes this paper.

2. Channel Model

Figure 2 illustrates the BPMR channel model with the RBP

Copyright c© 2013 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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Fig. 1 Examples of the readback signal of (a) the single bit case, where ‘X’ denotes no recorded bit,
(b) the constructive interference case when the bit “1” is surrounded by all 1’s, and (c) the destructive
interference case when the bit “1” is surrounded by all −1’s. All readback signals are generated based
on the channel model in Fig. 2 without noise.

Fig. 2 A BPMR channel model with the RBP scheme.

scheme. A binary input sequence ak ∈ {±1} with bit period
Tx is split into three tracks, namely, the (l−1)th upper track,
the lth center track, and the (l+1)th lower track. Then, these
three data tracks are fed into the RBP transmitter block to
search for the best 3-track data pattern before recording the
three data sequences [vl−1,k, vl,k, vl+1,k] on the three adjacent
tracks (l − 1), (l), and (l + 1), respectively.

The readback signal from the kth data bit on the lth
track can be expressed as [6], [7]

rl,k = vl,k ⊗ hl,k + nl,k

=
∑

n

∑
m

hm,nvl−m,k−n + nl,k (1)

where vl,k’s are the recorded bits, hm,n’s are the 2D channel
response coefficients, m and n represent the indices of the bit
islands in the along-track and the across-track directions, ⊗
is the 2D convolution operator, and nl,k is an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance σ2.

For the BPMR system, the 2D channel response coeffi-

cients {hm,n} can be obtained by sampling the isolated island
pulse response at integer multiples of the bit period Tx and
the track pitch Tz, i.e.,

hm,n = P (−mTx,−nTz) , (2)

where P(x, z) is the 2D Gaussian pulse response, x and z are
the time indices in the along-track and the across-track di-
rections, {m, n} ∈ (−L, . . . , 0, . . . , L), 2L + 1 is the length of
the 2D channel response, and L is an integer. Generally, L
should be large enough to guarantee that the tail amplitude
of P(x, z) is small (here, we use L = 1 for simplicity). In ad-
dition, this paper considers the 2D Gaussian pulse response
of the form [6], [7]

P(x, z) = A exp

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩−
1
2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(

x + Δx

c(PWx)

)2

+

(
z + Δz

c(PWz)

)2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ , (3)
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where A = 1 is assumed to be the peak amplitude of the 2D
Gaussian pulse response, Δx is the along-track location fluc-
tuation, Δz is the across-track location fluctuation, PWx is
the PW50 of the along-track pulse, PWz is the PW50 of the
across-track pulse, and c = 1/2.3548 is a constant to account
for the relationship between PW50 and the standard devia-
tion of a Gaussian pulse [6]. Additionally, we assume that
Δx = Δz, and it is modeled as a truncated Gaussian probabil-
ity distribution function with zero mean and σ2

j , where σ j is
specified as the percentage of bit period Tx.

Next, the readback data sequence {rl,k} is equalized by a
2D equalizer to obtain the data sequence {sl,k}, which is then
fed into the 2D Viterbi detector to determine the most likely
data sequence {v̂l,k} [6]. Finally, the RBP receiver block rear-
ranges the data sequence {v̂l,k} with the help of buffer mem-
ory to obtain an estimated input sequence, âk. Specifically,
the data sequence {v̂l,k} in each track will be shifted back to
its original position to obtain {âl,k} according to the number
of shifts stored in the buffer memory that is received from
the RBP transmitter block.

3. Proposed Scheme

To simplify our discussion, we assume that the read head
reads the data at the lth track, and the interference in the
cross-track direction is limited to the two adjacent tracks (l−
1) and (l + 1). Additionally, we also consider the BPMR
medium with two guard bands (i.e., nonmagnetic tracks) for
the two outer tracks (l−2) and (l+2) as the baseline. Hence,
the three data tracks [vl−1,k, vl,k, vl+1,k] are detected by an
array of three read heads simultaneously (or using one single
read head to detect these tracks one by one with the help of
buffer memory). It should be pointed out that the readback
signal from the lth track has the ITI effect from the tracks
(l − 1) and (l + 1), whereas that from the tracks (l − 1) and
(l + 1) experiences the ITI effect merely from the lth track.

Because the severity of 2D interference relies on both
the readback waveform of the detected bit and the value of
its surrounding bits, we propose a simple RBP scheme by re-
arranging the data bits before recording so as to avoid some
data patterns that often cause an error at the data recovery
process. Before explaining the RBP scheme, let us consider
the channel model in Fig. 2 without any noise, and define the
3-by-3 window that covers 9 bits, i.e., 3 bits from the upper
track [al−1,k−1, al−1,k, al−1,k+1], 3 bits from the center track
[al,k−1, al,k, al,k+1], and 3 bits from the lower track [al+1,k−1,
al+1,k, al+1,k+1], as shown in Fig. 3. Then, we analyze the sig-
nal amplitude of the detected bit for different data patterns
within the 3-by-3 window.

We first look at the “single bit” case where only one
(isolated) bit is recorded on the medium as demonstrated
in Fig. 1(a), where ‘X’ represents no recorded bit. Gener-
ally, the 2D interference can be classified into two cases,
namely constructive and destructive interferences. Here, we
use the readback waveform of the single bit case as a refer-
ence to determine if the 2D interference is constructive or
destructive. Specifically, given the same detected bit, the

Fig. 3 A simple RBP scheme, where the lth center track is fixed, and the
(l−1)th upper track and the (l+1)th lower track are circularly shifted to the
right and to the left, respectively, to create all possible 3-track data patterns.

2D interference is said to be constructive if the signal am-
plitude of the detected bit is larger than that of the single
bit case, as depicted in Fig. 1(b) for example. On the other
hand, the 2D interference is destructive if the signal ampli-
tude of the detected bit is smaller than that of the single bit
case. In practice, when the destructive interference occurs
in the readback signal, it could easily cause an error in the
data recovery process, depending on how severe it is. For
instance, Fig. 1(c) depicts the readback waveform that en-
counters the severe destructive interference, where in this
case the detector could not detect the bit “1” reliably.

Next, within the 3-by-3 window, we define the weight
to determine the severity of 2D interference. Based on our
study, it is found that the weight value can be either positive
or negative number, depending on whether the 2D interfer-
ence is constructive or destructive. As a consequence, given
the kth detected bit on the lth center track, the weight of
the ith data pattern, i.e., [al−1,k−1, al−1,k, al−1,k+1, al,k−1, al,k,
al,k+1, al+1,k−1, al+1,k, al+1,k+1], denoted as Wi, is defined as

Wi =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Yi − Ys, Yi > 0 and Ys > 0
|Yi| − |Ys| , Yi < 0 and Ys < 0
− (Yi + |Ys|) , Yi > 0 and Ys < 0
− (|Yi| + Ys) , Yi < 0 and Ys > 0

(4)

where Yi and Ys are the peak signal amplitude of the detected
bit from the ith data pattern and the single bit case, respec-
tively. Based on (4), there are 512 weights for all possible
data patterns within the 3-by-3 window, as listed in Table 1
for example.

3.1 How the RBP Algorithm Works

The detail on how the RBP scheme works can be explained
as the following steps.

1) Given the three data tracks [al−1,k, al,k, al+1,k], we move
the 3-by-3 window (centered at the lth center track)
from the beginning to the end of the center track. For
each time step Tx the window is moved, we compute
the weight and accumulate it until the window is at the
end of the track so as to obtain the total weight.
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Table 1 The weight of some data patterns within the 3-by-3 window.

Pattern Upper track, (l − 1)th Center track, lth Lower track, (l + 1)th Weight
index, i (k − 1)th kth (k + 1)th (k − 1)th kth (k + 1)th (k − 1)th kth (k + 1)th Wi

1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1.1255
2 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1.0298
3 −1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0.4947
4 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0.3991
5 −1 −1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1.0298
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1.1255
18 1 −1 −1 −1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1.0298
19 −1 1 −1 −1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −0.4947
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
254 1 −1 1 1 1 1 1 1 −1 0.3991
255 −1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 −1 0.9341
256 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 −1 1.0298
257 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1.0298
258 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 0.9341
259 −1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 0.3991
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
494 1 −1 1 1 −1 1 1 1 1 −0.4947
495 −1 1 1 1 −1 1 1 1 −1 −1.0298
496 1 1 1 1 −1 1 1 1 −1 −1.1255
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
508 1 1 −1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.0298
509 −1 −1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.3991
510 1 −1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.4947
511 −1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.0298
512 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.1255

2) Next, we fix the center track and then circularly shift
the upper track to the right or the lower track to the left
(see Fig. 3) to create all possible 3-track data patterns.
For each 3-track data pattern, we perform a similar pro-
cedure (step 1) to compute the total weight.

3) Finally, the number of shifts used in both the upper and
the lower tracks that yields the maximum total weight
will be stored in the memory, which will be used to
shift the data bits [v̂l−1,k, v̂l,k, v̂l+1,k] back to their original
positions in the RBP receiver block. Note that the 3-
track data pattern with the maximum total weight will
cause the least destructive effect of 2D interference in
the readback signal.

In this paper, we present three approaches to compute
the total weight. The first approach denoted as “Approach 1”
is to sum all weights (both negative and positive numbers)
so as to accumulate both the destructive and constructive ef-
fects. The second approach referred to as “Approach 2” will
sum only the positive weight such that only the constructive
effect is considered. Finally, the last approach denoted as
“Approach 3” is to sum only the negative weight so as to
take merely the destructive effect into account.

Generally, the RBP scheme consumes large process-
ing time, especially when the 3-track data sequence is long.
However, such large processing time can be reduced by di-
viding the 3-track data sequence into many small portions.
To simplify the discussion, this paper considers the case
where one data sector {ak} consists of 4032 bits. Thus, af-
ter a 4032-bit data sector is split into three tracks [al−1,k, al,k,
al+1,k], each with Lt = 1344 bits, we divide the 3-by-1344

data array into np portions, each with a 3-by-nb data array,
where nb = Lt /np is the portion length. Although this split-
ting technique helps reduce the processing time, it requires
the additional memory amount of

2 × np × ⌈
log2 (nb)

⌉
(bits), (5)

where �u� is the smallest integer greater than or equal to u,
for one data sector to store the number of shifts used in the
upper and the lower tracks, which will be employed in the
RBP receiver block.

4. Simulation Results

We test the proposed RBP scheme in the BPMR system de-
picted in Fig. 2, where the bit period Tx and the track pitch
Tz are 18 nm (i.e., approximately equal to an areal density
of 2 Tb/in2 if there is no guard band), the along-track PW50

is 19.4 nm, and the across-track PW50 is 24.8 nm [6], [7]. A
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as

SNR = 20 log10

(
Vp

σ

)
, (6)

in decibel (dB), where Vp = 1 is assumed to be the peak
amplitude of the readback signal. The 2D 3-by-3 target and
the 2D 3-by-7 equalizer are designed based on a minimum
mean-squared error (MMSE) approach [6], [8] at the SNR
required to achieve a bit-error rate (BER) of 10−4. In the
simulation, each BER is computed based on a minimum
number of 500 error bits. Again, each 4032-bit data sec-
tor will be written into three adjacent tracks (l − 1), (l) and
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Fig. 4 BER performance of different schemes at Tx = Tz = 18 nm and
σ j = 0%.

(l + 1), with the two guard bands at the tracks (l − 2) and
(l + 2). To reduce the processing time, we divide the 3-by-
1344 data array into np = 21 portions (i.e., the portion length
is nb = 1344/21 = 64 bits).

Figure 4 compares the BER performance of different
RBP schemes at Tx = Tz = 18 nm and no position jitter
noise (i.e., σ j = 0%), where the curve labeled as “Conven-
tional” represents the conventional system (without 2D cod-
ing), and that labeled as “Best Case” denotes the system us-
ing the RBP scheme with the maximum total weight. Ap-
parently, all RBP approaches perform better than the con-
ventional system. In addition, Approach 3 provides the best
performance followed by Approach 1 and Approach 2. This
might be because some severe destructive weights are can-
celled out by some constructive weights considered in the
Approach 1 and Approach 2. Thus, unlike Approach 3, the
best data pattern in Approach 1 and Approach 2 may still
contain some severe destructive data patterns. As a result,
from now on, we will consider only Approach 3 to investi-
gate the performance of the proposed RBP scheme.

Figure 5 illustrates the BER performance of different
schemes at both Tx = Tz = 18 nm and Tx = Tz = 14.5 nm (i.e.,
approximately equal to an areal density of 3 Tb/in2 if there
is no guard band) without position jitter noise, where the
curve labeled as “Worst Case” represents the system using
the RBP scheme with the minimum total weight. It is clear
that when the recording density is low (i.e., when Tx = Tz =

18 nm), only small performance gain can be obtained from
the “Best Case” if compared to other schemes. Specifically,
the “Best Case” can provide a performance gain of 0.9 dB
over the conventional system† at BER = 10−4. Nevertheless,
a large performance gap can be achieved when the recording
density is increased (i.e., when Tx = Tz = 14.5 nm). Specifi-
cally, the “Best Case” performs better than the conventional
system and the “Worst Case” by about 2.3 dB and 3 dB at
BER = 10−4, respectively.

Fig. 5 BER performance of different schemes at Tx = Tz = 18 nm and
Tx = Tz = 14.5 nm with σ j = 0%.

Fig. 6 BER performance of different schemes at Tx = Tz = 18 nm with
0% and 6% position jitter noise.

Figure 6 depicts the BER performance of different
schemes at Tx = Tz = 18 nm with 0% and 6% position jit-
ter noise. Note that the percentage inside the parenthesis
in Fig. 6 indicates the percentage of the position jitter noise
used to generate each curve. Apparently, the “Best Case”
performs better than the others at σ j = 0% (no position jit-
ter noise). In addition, when the position jitter noise is in-
creased to σ j = 6%, the “Best Case” still provides more than
1.5 dB and 1.6 dB gain at BER = 10−4 over the conventional
system and the “Worst Case,” respectively. Clearly, the per-
formance of all systems gets worse when the position jitter
noise is increased.

We also compare the performance of different schemes

†Practically, the performance of the conventional system al-
ways lies between that of the “Best Case” and the “Worst Case.”
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Fig. 7 Performance comparison of different schemes at Tx = Tz = 18 nm
for various position jitter noise amounts.

at Tx = Tz = 18 nm for various position jitter noise amounts
in Fig. 7, by plotting the SNR required to achieve BER =
10−4 as a function of position jitter noise amounts. It is evi-
dent that the “Best Case” performs better than other schemes
for all position jitter noise levels. Additionally, a large per-
formance gap can be obtained from the “Best Case” if com-
pared to the others, especially when the position jitter noise
is high.

Furthermore, we investigate the complexity of the RBP
scheme by varying the portion length (nb) used to divide the
3-track data sequence. In this work, we define the complex-
ity as the total number of shifts used to generate all possible
data patterns. Hence, the complexity, C, of the RBP scheme
can be computed from

C = nu × nl × nw × np, (7)

where nu and nl are the maximum number of possible shifts
for the upper and the lower tracks, respectively, and nw is the
total number of shifts for the 3-by-3 window. In general, nu,
nl and nw are all equal to nb. Therefore, the proposed RBP
scheme will have the total complexity of C = np × n3

b.
Figure 8 displays the memory requirement and the

complexity of the RBP scheme as a function of the por-
tion lengths. Apparently, the larger the portion length, the
lower the memory amount, and the higher the complexity.
For instance, Table 2 demonstrates the memory requirement
and the complexity of the RBP scheme in details, when Lt

= 1344 is used for a 4032-bit data sector. Again, low addi-
tional memory requirement can be obtained at the expense
of increased complexity. Accordingly, one needs to tradeoff
between the additional memory requirement and the com-
plexity so as to achieve a good performance gain obtained
from the RBP scheme.

5. Conclusion

At high recording densities, the 2D interference is very se-

Fig. 8 The memory requirement and the complexity of the RBP scheme
as a function of portion lengths.

Table 2 The memory requirement and the complexity of the RBP
scheme at different portion lengths (with Lt = 1344 bits).

Portion Number of Complexity Additional
length portions memory

nb np np n3
b 2 np �log2(nb)�

8 168 86016 1008
16 84 344064 672
32 42 1376256 420
64 21 5505024 252

128 10.5 22020096 147
256 5.25 88080384 84
512 2.625 352321536 47.25
1024 1.3125 1409286144 26.25

vere in the BPMR system, which can be considered as a
major cause of performance degradation. Therefore, this
paper proposed the RBP scheme to alleviate the 2D inter-
ference. The basic idea is to avoid the destructive data pat-
terns (i.e., the data pattern that easily causes an error at the
data recovery process) before writing the pre-patterned data
onto a medium. Simulation results show that the proposed
RBP scheme can help improve the system performance, es-
pecially when the recording density is high and/or the po-
sition jitter noise is severe. Unlike the existing 2D coding
scheme, the proposed RBP scheme can provide a good per-
formance gain without any redundant bit at the expense of
using more buffer memory. Consequently, all advantages
gained by the proposed RBP scheme need to be balanced
against the increased processing time and memory amount.
As a result, more research work is required so as to develop
the efficient RBP scheme that can performs rapidly and re-
quires low additional memory.
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